Fluorogenic approach to evaluating prodrug hydrolysis and stability in live cells.
Fluorescein diester which is conjugated with cell membrane permeable Arg9 peptide was proposed as probe for ester prodrug stability and drug release study in living cells. α-Amino protected d-Val and l-Ala which bear differently hindered side chains were used to afford model diesters of 5-maleimide-fluorescein. Such fluorescein diesters were further conjugated with a Cys containing cell membrane permeable Arg9 peptide via thiol-ene crosslink reaction. The resulted conjugates of fluorescein diester and Arg9 peptide were purified with HPLC and characterized with MALDI-TOF MS. Upon incubation with cultured cells, the fluorescein diesters were delivered into the cells, the following hydrolysis of fluorescein diesters and release of fluorescein inside living cells were observed by monitoring the fluorescence accumulation. Fluorescence microscopic imaging studies of HeLa cells treated with fluorescein l-Ala diester show strong fluorescence accumulation in 30 min indicating fast hydrolysis of fluorescein diester and fluorescein release; in contrast d-Val diester remains stable inside cells evidenced by margin fluorescence formation. Further flowcytometry studies on the fluorescein diester-Arg9 conjugate treated cells show that the hydrolysis t1/2 for l-Ala diester is 15 min. The results also show that Arg9 peptide not only transports the ester probes into cell efficiently but also can retain and concentrate hydrolytic product fluorescein inside cells so that the accumulated fluorescence can be accurately quantified. This fluorogenic probe approach provides feasible applications in dynamic studies on ester prodrug hydrolysis and release, facilitating screening and optimization of prodrug structures in living cell settings.